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Protective Relays in the  
Power Delivery System 

How It All Fits Together 
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Moderator 
n  Ron Spataro 

AVO Training Institute Marketing Manager 
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Q&A 
n  Send us your 

questions and 
comments during 
the presentation 
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Today’s Presenter: Dennis Moon 
AVO Training Institute, Senior Training Specialist 
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Power Delivery System Components 
u  Generation 

u  Step Up Transformation 

u  Transmission 

u  Step Down Transformation 

u  Distribution/Feeder 

u  Loads 

 

Power Delivery System Fundamentals 
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Power Delivery System Physical Devices 
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More Power Delivery System Fundamentals 

What is being delivered? 
§  Current 
§  Voltage 
§  Frequency 
§  Watts 
§  Vars 
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What are the parameters of the power system? 

Each physical component of the power delivery system has 
operating parameters. 

§  Generators and Transformers have a maximum acceptable volt 
amp rating. 

§  Transmission Lines have current carrying limitations based on 
line impedance 

§  Distribution and feeder buses have maximum acceptable 
ampacity ratings. 

§  Loads generally have maximum current ratings for safe 
operation. 
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Bird’s eye view of the power delivery system 

For the most part, power delivery systems are not 
independent of each other: 
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The three major bulk power grids in the US 

Most of the power delivery systems are all tied together in 
one of the three major grids. 
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Grid Advantages and Disadvantages 

Advantages 
1.  Reasonable voltage and frequency support. 
2.  Spinning reserve available for unplanned outages. 
3.  Generating stations do not need to be near the load. 
4.  Wide area grid is highly efficient due to frequency synchronism. 

 
Disadvantages 

1.  Large system disturbances can effect large portions of the grid. 
2.  Differing engineering philosophies can cause design and application 

problems. 
3.  The grid infrastructure is aging at different rates. 
4.  The advent of solar power is causing some to defect from the grid. 
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Why are protective relays necessary  

in the power delivery system? 

Protective relays would not be needed in the power delivery 
system IF: 

1.  The system voltage, current, and frequency always stayed within 
operating parameters. 

2.  None of the physical devices ever aged or wore out. 
3.  Mother Nature could be 100% controlled so that: 

a)  There were no Tornados, Hurricanes, Wind storms, Lightning strikes, 
Earthquakes, Floods, Ice storms, or any other natural disasters. 

b)  Animals of all types could be prevented from having any interaction 
with the power delivery system. 

4.  Human error could be eliminated. 
5.  Science discovered a way to live without electricity. 
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However! 

n  Experience with the power delivery system has shown that: 

1.  Abnormal system conditions occur frequently on the power system. 
2.  These abnormal conditions (commonly called “Faults”) cause 

damage or disruption ranging from relatively minor problems to 
catastrophic loss of life and infrastructure. 

3.  Causes of faults may be: 
1.  Acts of Nature 
2.  Accidents such as people, equipment, and animals. 
3.  Equipment failure 
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Relatively Minor 
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Relatively Major 
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Catastrophic  
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Types of Faults 

There are four types of faults 

u  Three-Phase Faults 
 
u  Phase-to-Phase Faults 

u  Phase-to-Ground Faults 

u  Ph-to-Ph-to-Ground Faults 
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What happens during a fault? 

Significant current rise and/or voltage drop resulting in: 
 
u  Mechanical stress (Large Magnetic Flux Field) 

u  I2t (Thermal) stress (Heat) 

u  Reactive current flow (System disruption) 

u  Possible neg seq currents 

u  Possible 0 seq currents 

u  Arc, Blast, Burn functions 
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Significant Rise in Current 

u Some bus faults may exceed 200,000 amps 
u This high current will cause severe thermal damage to the 

power system components. 
u Fault will last until interrupted by: 

§  Phase separation (Not Good!) 
§  Circuit breaker operation (Yeah! That’s Us!) 
§  Loss of source (Hope Not) 
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Drop In Voltage 

u  If the voltage drops and the load is fixed, the current must rise. 
(Ohms Law) 

u  Drop in voltage causes under voltage conditions in addition to the 
higher fault current. 

u  System stability may become an issue. 
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Mechanical Stress (Heavy  magnetic Flux) 

u  Heavy flux cause severe stress on all welded, bolted and anchored 
components in the power system. 

u  Stress may not be observable but it is still there. 

u  High torque on metal components caused by heavy flux may cause 
more damage than the arc, blast, and burn generally associated with 
fault current. 
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Other faults conditions 

u  Reactive current flow (System disruption) 

u  Possible negative sequence currents 

u  Possible 0 sequence currents 

u  Arc, Blast, Burn conditions 
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What’s the purpose of protective relays? 

u  Protect all power system equipment. 

u  Be selective so that the device closest to the fault operates first. 
(Device failure will be backed up by upstream devices.)  

u  Provide system protection while allowing normal operation. 
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Protective Zones 

n  System Protection 
       is usually divided  
       into protective  
       “Zones” 

n  Each zone will  
       have its own dedicated 
       relays and circuit  
       breakers. 

n  All zones should 
       overlap, giving complete 
       protective coverage. 
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Here’s how it works 

A typical feeder bus 

§  Parallel transformers 

§  4 Loads 

§  3 Tie buses 
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A Fault occurs on the load side of a feeder breaker 

§  The transformers feed fault 
        current to the fault. 

§  The relay (50/51) on the load side 
        of breaker 52-1 detects the fault. 

§  When the fault current exceeds] 
        relay settings, the relay will trip 
        breaker 52-1 and remove the 
        fault from the power system. 

§  All other unfaulted loads remain  
       intact with minimal disruption to 
       the system. 
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Summary of load fault 

u  Fault Occurs 

u  Relay Detects 

u  Breaker Opens 
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Here’s a bus tie fault 

Fault is between breakers 
      52-I and 52-H. 
§  Relays 67-I and 67-H 
     detect not only magnitude 
     but current direction. 

§  Both breakers open 

§  All loads remain intact 

§  Minimal system disruption 
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Summary of bus tie fault 

1.  Fault occurs 
2.  Relays detect 
3.  Breakers open 

§  All loads remain 
     in service. 

§  Minimal service 
     disruption. 
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Protective Overview Summary 

In order to protect any component of the power delivery system the 
following devices must be present: 

1.  Protective Relay 
2.  Current Transformers and/or voltage transformers 
3.  Circuit interrupting devices such as circuit breakers, circuit switchers, etc. 
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Types of Protective Relays 

u   Mechanical (Magnetic) 
  
u  Solid State (Discrete Components) 
  
u  Numerical (Microprocessor Based) 
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Common Traits of all relay types 

Relay inputs come from current transformers (CT’s) and potential 
transformers (PT’s) 

§  CT’s and PT’s reduce the primary current and voltage to 
secondary values proportional to primary quantities. 

 
 

CT 
PT CT 

PT 
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Common Traits of all relay types 

All relays have settings 
§  Settings establish the operating parameters of the relay. 
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Common Traits of all relay types 

All relays have a trip circuit to operate the associated circuit 
breakers. 
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Overcurrent relay operating principles 

Instantaneous Overcurrent (50) (IEEE Standard Designation) 
§  Set per available fault current and coordination study 
§  Operates in 3 cycles or less (no intentional time delay) 

Time Overcurrent (51) (IEEE Standard Designation) 
§  Set as per coordination study 
§  Uses various inverse time curves. 
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Differential Operating Principles 

Compare current on each side of the protected device. 
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Differential Operating Principles 

u   Operate if difference current exceeds setting. 

u   Restrain on inrush current 

u   Restrain on through current 

u   Operate instantaneously on in zone faults 
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Other Protective Functions 

u Under/Over Voltage 
u  Impedance 

u Directional Overcurrent 

u Volts/Hertz 
u Reverse Power 

u Loss of Field 
u Negative Sequence 

u Out of Step 
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Relay Operation and the Power System 

u   Fault Occurs 
u   Relay Operates 
u   Circuit Breaker Trips 
u   Fault Removed 
u   Relay Resets 
u   System Returns to normal 
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Summary 

n  Protective relays are a critical component of a safe and reliable power 
delivery system. 

n  Protective relays cover system abnormal conditions from very simple 
(overcurrent and voltage) to extremely complex (Impedance with 
communication). 

n  Protective relays are generally one of three types : 
•  Mechanical 
•  Solid State 
•  Numeric 

n  If relays are properly configured and maintained they will provide 
system security and reliability. 
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Protective Relay Maintenance Courses 

n  Protective Relay Maintenance, Basic – Certification Course 
n  Protective Relay Maintenance, Advanced – Certification Course 
n  Protective Relay Maintenance, Generation – Certification Course 
n  Protective Relay Maintenance, Solid State – Certification Course 
n  Microprocessor- Based Relay Testing, Distribution/Industrial 
n  Microprocessor- Based Relay Testing, Generation 
n  Advanced Visual Testing Software 
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Join Us For Our Next Webinar 
August 15, 2017 @ 1pm CDT 
 
Title:  
“Fault Location, Testing & Tracing – How to avoid unplanned outages” 
 
Presented by: Mark Franks 
AVO Senior Cable Instructor and Curriculum Advisor 
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                   Questions? 
 
 
 
After more than 50 years, AVO Training remains a global leader in safety and 
maintenance training for the electrical industry. We deliver an engaging, hands-on 
experience for our clients in a professional, real-world environment. 
 
We strive to provide industry relevant courses in a practical and flexible learning 
environment through an ongoing commitment to quality service, integrity, 
instruction, and client satisfaction. 
 
Our goal is to convey practical job skills and career development for our clients 
and students by saving lives through a world-class learning experience. 


